MANUAL
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Safety advice

Please check regularly for updates of this manual on slacktivity.com

2. Push back the V-loop of the ratchet, respectively. the
slackline on the post. Make sure that the lever of the ratchet
is facing down. The V-loop should be placed just above the
nubs. When clamping the slackline is important to note that
the V-loop remains exactly on the knobs.

SLACKLINE POLES
safety-CAP

English

The slackline system should
always be supervised. In
games pay particular attention to the potential tripping
hazard.
The slackline may only be
used for balancing.

-LOOP
It is important that the slackline is wound up evenly on
the ratchet spindle to avoid
damage and abrasion of the
slackline.

1. Remove the bottom casing cover with
a suction cup. Insert each matching
Slackline post in the sleeves. Turn the
poles that the knobs are aligned opposite to the direction of the pull side.

3.

4.
B

5.
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Avert your eyes from the
ratchet when loosening a
strongly tightened slackline, since sparks can occur
during that process. This
might happen with any kind
of slackline-sets that work
with a ratchet system, so be
aware!

6.
B
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max. 400 N
Insert the slacklinetop down through the
ratchet slit. Make sure
that the slackline is not
twisted..

Pull the Release-Handle (A) to unlock the
ratchet and open the
ratchet lever (B)

Tips & recommendations
Oel

To ensure a proper
long-term function,
ratchets should be
lubricated occasionally. By outdoor use
every 3 month this
application is recommended.

Videos with tricktuorials can be found
under:
www.slacktivity.com

Tighten the slackline as
hard as you can with
one hand and operate the ratchet with the
other. Tighten the slackline as hard as you like
it to be. A hand force of
400N (=40kg) must not
be exceeded.

Pull the Release-Handle
(A) and close the ratchet
lever (B) to lock the
ratchet. The ratchet
lever is closed if it can’t
be opened anymore
without
pulling
the
Release-Handle.

With the ground pods the horizontal bar volleyball or handball a square
slackline system can be built. Longer Slacklines can (three elements) can be
divided with a jump box.

Prior to each use check the
slackline in particular for
damage of the tree loops. A
damaged slackline-set must
not be used in any case!
The slackline-set must be
replaced after three years at
the latest.

max. 3 persons
per Slackline
Disassembly instructions
Pull the Release-Handle (A) and open the ratchet
lever (B). Bring the ratchet to full extension with pulled
Release-Handle. In doing so a pressure point has to
be overcome. With opening the ratchet the slackline
might be detensioned with a bang depending on the
pretension.
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At the top position of the
pole only a single slackline
may mounted. If position
1 is used, a slackline may
also be mounted on maximum position 2. If position 1
is not used, maximum three
slacklines can be mounted
on position 2 or 3.

3.

Take care when mounting
the slackline on artificial objects. Control that theobject
can hold loads of up to 7
kN (= 700kg) with double
safety.
Wall bars, play and horizontal bar poles are NOT suitable.
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